
MAP & MEASURE: 

THE D.I.Y. ACCOUNT 
JOURNEY TEMPLATE
From Insights to Impact



How to Measure the 
Full Account Journey
Ready to ditch the one-size-fits-all, generic customer journey? 
We are too. Let’s raise the bar. Rather than measuring leads 
through traditional stages defined by someone else, it’s time to 
measure accounts as they move through buying stages defined 
by you. From there, you can visualize all of your accounts 
progressing from unaware to post-sale — giving you 
the power to make trend-based decisions that 
directly impact your ultimate KPI: revenue. 
Beyond just a shiny dashboard (although we 
love those, too), your measurement stages 
will empower you to take the next-
best-action, not just stare at results 
thinking “too little, too late.”

• Understand the power of mapping a full account journey 
that’s designed specifically for your business

• Build your own account journey template — from 
unaware to post-sale — using the data from your 
existing systems

• Track key engagement events within specific accounts to 
prioritize next steps

• Get inspired by six real-life examples of how to take action 
and progress accounts through your unique journey 

To help, we created this actionable 
workbook so you can:
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Part I: How to map & measure an account 
journey built just for you

In every company — regardless of type, size, or industry — there 
is always room for improvement. There is always a better way to 
engage a potential customer, cultivate relationships, close a deal, or 
grow into an account. You just need to know how (and when).

Considered the founder of “modern business management,” author 
and educator Peter Drucker famously said, 

“If you can’t manage it, 
you can’t improve it.”

 
And he’s right, of course.

Spoiler alert: It all starts with rethinking how you map and measure 
the full account journey. 

But as the old adage goes, “easier said than done.” That’s where this 
workbook comes in. By taking the time to design the right account 
journey for you, based on your go-to-market goals, you’ll break 
the cycle of a flat, marketing-only journey and get on track to win 
accounts alongside your sales team. 

We’ll also let you in on another secret: The key to journeys is zooming 
out and also zooming in. Being able to view all of your accounts in 
aggregate as they move from unaware to post-sale gives you general 
metrics on how your whole set of accounts are doing, but you’ll also 
want to zoom in at times to see how one specific account is moving 
through each stage and which touches were most impactful. The 
good news is, you can (and should), do both. Here’s how.

ZOOMING 
OUT:

It’s time to zoom out and design your whole account journey. It’s as simple as taking our examples and 
adding your own definitions in the right column. 

Now, one quick disclaimer before we get started: Though we’re using familiar sales and marketing language 
to describe the primary stages of the account journey, our intention — first and foremost — is for you to 
modify this workbook to match your specific terminology, processes, and strategies to get the most out of it. 
Consider your sources of data like HubSpot, Salesforce, Marketo, etc. that can be pulled into each stage.

Mapping the 
aggregate 

account journey
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DIY AGGREGATE CUSTOMER JOURNEY TEMPLATE

Stage General definition Other customizations that people may consider Define your own

Unaware Zero website page views 
within the last 30 days

Example:
Three site visits 
No site visits

Aware > One website page view
within the last 30 days

Example:
Three site visits 
Three site visits, content DL
One product spec page

Engaged > Three website page views
within the last 30 days

Example:
> Two website page views & a webinar registration
Freemium product download

Open Opportunity The opportunity is not listed 
as “closed” in Salesforce

Example:
Responded to SDR outreach
Demo request
Downloaded freemium product

Won Opportunity The opportunity is listed as 
“won” in Salesforce 

No example needed — congrats, 
you won the account!

Closed The opportunity is listed as 
“closed” in Salesforce

Example:
Listed as closed or lost in your CRM
The account has gone dark
Account is unresponsive but remains in 
active nurture streams

Post-Sale The opportunity is listed 
as “won” in Salesforce 
and there’s relationship 
management/renewal 
activity on the account

Example:
The account has completed onboarding
The account is up for renewal
Contacts on the account are communicating 
with CSMs/account managers
Contacts at the account are attending webinars
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A simple example? If you see a specific account slipping 
back into the aware stage from the engaged stage, 
you might notice there hasn’t been enough outreach 
from your sales counterpart, so they can get in front of 
them ASAP. That sets us up perfectly for Part II of this 
workbook — let’s get to it.

To help you visualize a zoomed-in, 
single account journey, here’s a 
glimpse of how you’d dig into 
one account.

ZOOMING IN: While seeing all of your accounts move through the journey in aggregate from unaware to post-sale lets 
you make informed campaign decisions, you’ll probably want a little more intel on your priority accounts. 
Why? Both you and your sales team can see what worked and when for one account, and what specific 
tweaks you can make for more 1:1 ABM tactics.

One Account at a 
Time to Determine 

Next Best Action

• Visualize all of your multi-channel ABM activity in a single place: 
View account activity data like SDR emails sent and opened, meetings 
booked, opportunities open/progressed and deals closed from a 
multitude of data sources.

• Understand what activities are driving account progression: See 
how account activity is affecting stage progression and which activities 
are most efficient at driving accounts forward.

Here’s why you’ll also want to zoom in on one journey at a time:
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DIY ACCOUNT-SPECIFIC CUSTOMER JOURNEY EXAMPLE
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Part II: How to turn your journey insights 
into action & show impact
It’s one thing to measure account-based marketing and outcome metrics. It’s another to actually 
do something with all the data you’ve collected.

Luckily, this section helps with that since the more you know about the account journey, the better, 
smarter choices you’ll make to enact improvements along the way, which will ultimately help you 
retain customers and boost your bottom line. 

Let’s check out how key ABM insights can drive the next-best course of action with a real-life example. 
Then, we’ll suggest ways to prove its impact to leadership.

A TALE 
OF TWO 

VIEWS

In any business, there are different layers of ‘success metrics’ that all bubble into 
ultimate KPIs (happy customers and revenue). 

Marketing metrics are primarily used to track activities of a prospect before they 
close while outcome metrics are more focused on the revenue generated post-
sale. Although they’re both individually integral to the account journey — especially 
since they both support the same goal of closing deals and keeping customers 
— marketing insights traditionally help you make informed next choices, and 
business impacts reflect that work.
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VIEW ONE: Insights for your next best action

Once you designed your own account journey, started tracking 
accounts, zoomed into specific accounts, and all the process from 
Part I, you may be wondering — now what? Now you have what 
you need to turn insights into action. 

You’ll be able to track the number of accounts moving between 
stages at any given time in a way that can alert green, yellow, or 
red flags. If you see that you have a higher than average amount 

of accounts slipping from engaged to just aware, you’ll know 
there’s a yellow flag and to take action. Conversely, if you see 
a higher than average amount of accounts progressing from 
unaware to aware, you’ll know you’re doing something right. 

Long story short, you’ve got the information you need now to 
launch targeted campaigns based on stages. Let’s show you how 
this is done in real life:

USE CASE 1: Unaware      Aware

• Insight: Are you stuck in the “unaware” phase?
• Action you can take: Adjust your content 

ad campaign
• Impact you’ll see: Your click-through rate (CTR) 

will increase and accounts will start moving into 
the “aware” stage 

• Example: Challenged with aligning their 
marketing and sales team, and implementing 
scalable ABM tactics to drive pipeline, 
SaaS management platform BetterCloud 
decided to tier their accounts and focus 
more on personalized messaging. By doing 
so, the marketing team saw a 64% shift 
from “unaware” to “engaged” — as well as 
18 influenced opportunities from top-name 
accounts — in just one quarter.

USE CASE 2: Aware      Engaged

• Insight: Have your accounts been sitting 
in the “aware” stage for 30 to 60 days?

• Action you can take: Adjust your nurture 
campaign and content on your landing pages

• Impact you’ll see: Engagement with your website 
and collateral will increase 

• Example: Building their first ABM campaign, cloud software 
company Blackbaud knew they needed a partner to help them 
maximize impact with a three-month pilot program. Together 
with RollWorks, they were able to build three highly targeted 
campaigns — one prospecting, one cross-sell, and one targeting 
previously lost deals — score their TAL, and create a series of 
relevant messaging to speak directly to each  account. As a result,  
in only three months, Blackbaud was able to engage 94% of their 
target accounts, which ultimately led to a 190% increase in engaged 
visitors and a 10x ROI on pipeline generation.
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USE CASE 3: Engaged      Open opportunity

• Insight: Have your accounts been sitting in the “engaged” 
phase and not responding to SDR outreach?

• Action you can take: Adjust the copy of the SDR outreach 
or its included collateral

• Impact you’ll see: Your response rate and 
open opportunities will increase 

• Example: Fresh off a huge IPO, cloud computing-based 
data warehousing company Snowflake absorbed their SDR 
team under marketing and implemented biweekly alignment 
meetings to co-create one cohesive message for all of their key 
accounts. By doing so, in addition to improving collaboration 
and communication company-wide, Snowflake also saw:

USE CASE 4: Open opportunity      Closed/Won opportunity

• Insight: Have your accounts been getting stuck in extended 
sales cycles and slowly becoming less responsive?

• Action you can take: Kick off a re-engagement campaign 
that targets multiple personas on the buying committee with 
closing-stage content to drive product awareness and interest

• Impact you’ll see: Accounts that were going cold will start 
warming up and signing with your sales team 

• Example: To reach as many people as possible in a short time 
frame, including entire buying committees at high-priority 
accounts, AI and machine learning software company Dataiku 
teamed up with RollWorks. By running targeted 1:1 campaigns 
to create maximum awareness and engagement, they were 
able to both increase their reach with contacts at the buying 
committees and drastically shorten their sales cycles.

75%
increase of SDR booked meetings 
in ABM accounts

 

increase in ABM accounts with SDR meetings 
booked in them quarter over quarter (QOQ)

 

3x meeting rate in SDR hyper-aligned 
1:1 accounts QOQ

3X

38%
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USE CASE 5: Closed opportunity      Upsell opportunity

• Insight: Are your accounts that are close to renewal 
registering for webinars, viewing your blog, and engaging 
with your content?

• Action you can take: Place them into a nurture 
campaign and notify CSMs of the types of content they’re 
viewing so they can start discussing relevant benefits 
ahead of renewal conversations

• Impact you’ll see: Increased renewal rate 

• Example: After noticing some of their target accounts 
were heavily engaging with their content — opening 
emails, clicking on ads — but not responding to 
their sales team, RollWorks (as no strangers to their 
own methods) made a list of those accounts using 
a combination of actionable data and insights from 
sales managers. They then sent email offers to the top 
contacts within these accounts to redeem a free cocktail 
kit and targeted those same contacts with simple ads 
reminding them to check their inbox. As a result, in 
addition to pushing their email open rate over 50%, 
RollWorks saw a 12.7% increase in their redeem-to-
opportunity rate (as well as a reinvigorated sales team).

USE CASE 6: Closed opportunity      Cross-sell opportunity

• Insight: Are your accounts consuming content created for 
products they don’t have  yet (e.g. spending time on product pages, 
downloading one-pagers, registering for webinars)?

• Action you can take: Place them into a nurture campaign and 
notify CSMs of the types of content they’re viewing so they can 
start entering the discovery phase

• Impact you’ll see: Increased upsells 

• Example: Looking to scale and reach more customers using tech, 
education company Curriculum Associates needed to create 
more personalized, customized content to speak to various school 
districts. Teaming up with RollWorks, they were able to run 200 live 
campaigns using audience segmentation, including cross-sell, upsell, 
distinct personas, and general educators and administrators. By 
doing so, they were able to simultaneously improve their growth 
with current customers and bring in new ones — all without exerting 
much new effort or funds.
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VIEW TWO: Showing your impact (and celebrating wins)

Now that you’ve engaged all the accounts, closed all the deals, and measured all the metrics,  it’s about time to bask in the recognition for all 
your hard work, isn’t it? (Well, you, sales, and customer success, that is.)

We couldn’t agree more, so you’ve come to the right place. After all, if you kept track of your progressing or regressing accounts, and took 
action, you should be able to drive the metrics that really matter.

In this final section, you’ll learn some of the metrics to pull to prove the long-term impact ABM’s made — to your team, manager, C-suite 
executives, board of directors — in a way that’s clear, relevant, and significant. Data will help you prove how ABM has helped your business 
create opportunities, land deals, shorten deal cycles, expand into new markets, retain customers, and make money. (If those kinds of outcomes 
don’t deserve a raise, we don’t know what will!)

Acquisition

THESE METRICS SHOULD INCLUDE:

• TAL total opportunities

• TAL total pipeline 

• TAL pipeline value

• TAL sales velocity 

• TAL close rate

• TAL average contract value

• TAL total revenue

• TAL average recurring revenue

Retention

• Customer churn rate

• Revenue churn percentage

• NPS

• Retention rate 

• Customer lifetime value (CLV)

Expansion

• Total upsell Opportunities

• Customer TAL upsell contract value

• Customer TAL upsell win rate

• Customer TAL upsell sales cycle length
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The journey ahead? Big wins
After making it through this whole journey, you probably have a few aha moments or programs to dig into — and that’s all we can ask for. 
Rethinking the way things have always been done takes a few trials (and errors), but ultimately lands you far ahead of the competition. 

Armed with your D.I.Y. account journey, you’ll be able to take insights into every check-in and come prepared with a list of actions you’ll 
take to make an impact. Trust us, your teammates, leaders, and sales counterparts will be thanking you. After all, your marketing process 
should work for you, not the other way around. 

Ready to break the status quo and build a journey fit for your business? Reach out to RollWorks today.
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RollWorks, a division of NextRoll, Inc., offers ambitious B2B companies an account-based platform 

to align their marketing and sales teams and confidently grow revenue. Powered by proprietary data 

and machine learning, RollWorks’ solutions address the needs of organizations large and small —from 

those with best-in-class ABM programs to those just beginning their exploration. By empowering 

teams to identify their target accounts and key buyers, reach those accounts across multiple channels, 

and measure program effectiveness in their system-of-record, RollWorks is an indispensable platform 

for marketers and sellers who believe that an account-based approach is just good business.

To learn more visit www.rollworks.com
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